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摘    要 
 
《等韵学》是清末人许惠所作的一本韵图。该韵图作于 19 世纪末叶，因为


























                                                        















A Study on Dengyun Xue 
Abstract 
 
Dengyun Xue is a book of phonology written by Xu Hui, who lived in late Qing 
Dynasty. The book was finished during the last two decades of 18th century, which explains 
why few scholars paid attention to it. It was published in 1882, ten years before the scholars 
formulated the table of alphabet for standard pronunciation, which means it witnessed and 
reflected the last stage of “Guanhua” system. A study on the phonology recorded in this 
book will enable us to look through the development of “Guanhua” system and contribute 
much to our store of historical research of Chinese language. 
This paper investigates the phonological system recorded in this book through an 
overall analysis of the systems of initial consonants, vowels and tones and comparison with 
some other books of phonology written in the same period and with modern dialects. 
Chapter one is an introduction of the author, the time he wrote this book, and 
terms he mentioned and created. 
Chapter two is a study on the initial consonant system.  
Chapter three is an analysis of the vowel system.  
Chapter four is an explanation of the tone system. There are five tones, including 
rusheng (ru tone). 
Chapter five is the summary. Through comparison with dialects and other books 
written in Xu’s time, and with the reference of previous study, we reach the conclusion that 
the language reflected in this book can be categorized into the standard pronunciation 
spoken in late Qing Dynasty, although it also demonstrated some features of dialects spoken 
in Jiang-huai areas (areas along Yangtze river and Huai river). 
Conclusion: The phonology recorded in this book was that of Mandarin Chinese 
spoken in late Qing Dynasty, though combined with some elements from dialects 
spoken in Jiang-huai areas. 
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第一章  引论 
 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































烘  东通○  宗聪松  ○○○  ○○○  ○○○  ○○○○  ○○○○  ○○
○○  中充胸雍  风翁  ○○”。其中公空烘为一组，其实就是 k kʰ x 这组声母，
他称为宫音母。宗聪松为一组，其实就是 ʦ tsʰ s 这组声母，他称为徵音母。中充
胸雍为一组，其实是 tʂ tʂʰ ʂ这组声母及零声母，他称为商音母。封翁为一组，




阳、尤的顺序排列，四个字一组，一共三组。如第一宫音母阴平声“公规姑乖   肱

















































































































































































































卷首序言，该书刊于“光绪壬午夏四月”( 1882 年) , 这个时间距离清末众多
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